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Abstract

Revenue management in the hotel industry involves measuring the trade-off of revenue of one type of business over another type of business. One of the major decisions involves choosing revenues generated by transient (individual) room demand vs. revenue generated by group room demand. Traditionally, this decision was relatively straightforward as one would compare the ADR generated revenue for transient vs. group demand, and chose the type of business that maximized revenue. The decision model developed in this study shows there are many additional variables beside ADR generated revenue to consider with this business decision and trade-off of transient vs. group demand. Incorporated into this decision model are additional variables important to the decision like ancillary non-room revenue such as catering, food and beverage sale, meeting room rental, audio/visual services and other activities.
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Introduction and Purpose

In addition to the decision analysis of hotel rates for different market segments of customers, hotel revenue management strategies also include decisions to accept a mix of transient (individual) room demand vs. group room sales. The objective of hotel revenue management strategies is to maximize revenues from selling hotels rooms and ancillary hotel services in an environment with supply capacity constraints. Displacement is defined as accepting one type of customer business and displacing (not accepting) another type of customer business. The purpose of this study is to develop a displacement analysis decision model that identifies revenue variables, capacity constraints, and decision criteria in making decisions on the acceptance of transient room demand vs. group room demand.

Background

Orkin [1] defines hotel revenue management as the analysis of a set of decision variables attempting to maximize potential hotel revenues using a variety of strategies. Kimes [2] defines revenue management as “the process of allocating the right type of capacity to the right type of customer at the right price so as to maximize revenue or yield.”

Cullen and Helsel [3] state that one of the major revenue management decisions is the choice to accept transient (individual) room demand vs. group demand. The displacement decision analysis involves many variables that compares expected hotel revenues from the usually higher Average Daily Rates (ADR) generated from transient demand vs. lower ADR’s generated from group room demand. However, group room demand has the potential to generate additional ancillary non-room revenue such as catering, food and beverage sale, meeting room rental, audio/visual services and other activities. Pinchuk [4] states that existing revenue management systems should be called displacement optimization analysis since the essence of revenue management is to measure the trade-off of revenue of one type of business over another type of business. In this study, the displacement analysis model and decision criteria identifies essential variables and their relationships in choosing the mix of transient room demand vs. group room demand that will maximize hotel revenues from room and non-room (ancillary) sources.

Displacement Analysis Model

The displacement analysis model and decision criteria are expressed as:

\[ \text{EGDRev} = \text{ETGRev} - \text{ETDTRev} \]

where:

\[ \text{ETGRev} = \text{Expected Total Group Revenue (group rooms sales + ancillary group sales)} \]

\[ \text{ETDTRev} = \text{Expected Total Displaced Transient Revenue (loss in transient room sales + ancillary sales)} \]

The decision criteria to accept quoted group room demand is:

- \( \text{EGDRev} > 0 \), accept group demand offer (i.e. \( \text{ETGRev} > \text{ETDTRev} \) the expected revenue from the group demand is higher than the expected revenue from transient demand),
- \( \text{EGDRev} = 0 \), decision is indifferent (i.e. \( \text{ETGRev} = \text{ETDTRev} \) the expected revenue from group demand is equal to the expected revenue from transient demand), and
- \( \text{EGDRev} < 0 \), do not accept group demand offer (i.e. \( \text{ETGRev} < \text{ETDTRev} \) the expected revenue from group demand is less than the expected revenue from transient demand).

General Model

A general model is stated as:

\[ \text{ETGRev} = \text{ETDRev} + \text{ancillary group sales} \]

\[ \text{ETDTRev} = \text{ETDRev} + \text{ancillary transient sales} \]

\[ \text{ETDRev} = \text{Expected Total Daily Transient Revenue (loss in daily transient sales + ancillary sales)} \]
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ETGRev = (B) \cdot F + G + H, \text{ where:}

\begin{align*}
B &= \text{Group nights requested times probability factor of per cent of group showing (0-100\% wash factor),} \\
G &= \text{Group food and beverage revenue quoted,} \\
H &= \text{Group meeting space and other ancillary revenue quoted, (A/V rental, set-up, retail), and} \\
F &= \text{Group Average Daily Rate quoted.}
\end{align*}

and

\begin{align*}
\text{ETDTRev} &= (A - B) \cdot C + (A - B) \cdot D + E \cdot C + E \cdot D, \text{ which is algebraically reduced to:}
\end{align*}

\begin{align*}
\text{ETDTRev} &= ((A - B) + E) \cdot (C + D), \text{ where:}
\end{align*}

A = \text{Rooms remaining after subtracting previous reserved/booked transient rooms, previous reserved/booked group rooms, and forecasted (estimated) transient room demand pick-up,}

C = \text{Transient Average Daily Rate, (TADR),}

D = \text{Transient Average Ancillary Revenue per Day per room (TAARevi),}

E = \text{Displacement of transient room demand based on Transient Average Length of Stay (TALOS) in pre- and post-group sales dates, (transient overlap factor – for example if group requests Wed. \& Thurs., and transient ALOS is two days, then some transient displacement will overlap and occur on Tues. before and Fri. after group stay for transients planning to stay Wed. \& Thurs.).}

Specific Model

Specifically, each variable of the displacement model is expressed as:

\begin{align*}
A &= \sum_{i=1}^{n} \left[ (THC_i - (\text{TransDResi} + \text{GroupDResi})) - \text{ETDRi} \right], \\
B &= \sum_{i=1}^{n} (\text{GNReq}_i) \cdot (\text{Prob}), \\
C &= \text{TADRi}, \\
D &= \text{TAARevi}, \\
E &= \text{TALSO}_i = [(\text{TALOS})_2 - \text{TALOS}], \\
F &= \text{GADR}, \\
G &= \text{GFBRevi}, \text{ and} \\
H &= \text{GMeetRevi}.
\end{align*}

Where:

\begin{align*}
i &= 1 \ldots n, \\
n &= \text{total nights stayed,} \\
\text{THC}_i &= \text{Total Hotel Capacity on night i,} \\
\text{TransDResi} &= \text{Transient Demand for Rooms reserved on the books on night i,} \\
\text{GroupDResi} &= \text{Transient Demand for Rooms reserved on the books for night i,} \\
\text{ETDRi} &= \text{Estimated Group Demand for Rooms reserved on books for night i,} \\
\text{GNReq}_i &= \text{Group Nights Requested on night i,} \\
\text{GADR} &= \text{Group Avg. Daily Rate quoted,}
\end{align*}

Prob = \text{probability show-rate or wash out factor of group (0-100\%)}

\begin{align*}
\text{TAARevi} &= \text{Transient Average Ancillary Revenue per room for night i}, \\
\text{TALSO}_i, n &= \text{Transient Average Length of Stay for pre- and post-group overlap period 1, n,} \\
\text{GFBRevi}_1,n &= \text{Group Food \& Beverage Revenue quoted for period 1 to n, and} \\
\text{GMeetRevi}_1,n &= \text{Group Meeting Revenue quoted for period 1 to n (from meeting room rental, A/V equipment and ancillary sales).}
\end{align*}

Specifically, the relationship among the variables in the model is:

\begin{align*}
\text{ETGRev} &= \sum_{i=1}^{n} \left[ (\text{GNReq}_i) \cdot (\text{GADR}) + \text{GFBRevi}_i + \text{GMeetRevi}_i \right], \\
\text{ETDTRev} &= \sum_{i=1}^{n} \left[ (\text{THC}_i - (\text{TransDResi} + \text{GroupDResi})) - \text{ETDRi} \right] \\
&- [(\text{GNReq}_i) \cdot (\text{Prob}) \cdot (\text{TADRi})] + [(\text{THC}_i - (\text{TransDResi} + \text{GroupDResi})) - \text{ETDRi}] \\
&- [(\text{GNReq}_i) \cdot (\text{Prob}) \cdot (\text{TAARevi}_i)] + [(\text{TALOS})^2 - \text{TALOS}] \cdot (\text{TADRi})] \\
&+ [(\text{TALOS})^2 - \text{TALOS}] \cdot (\text{TAARevi}_i).
\end{align*}

Conclusion

The development of this hotel revenue management displacement model shows that when making trade-offs and decisions regarding transient room demand vs. group room demand, many factors can influence this decision. While on the surface, it appears the decision to accept transient or group business fell primarily on the comparison of ADR of transient vs. group business, this decision model shows the relationship and importance of many other variables in making these decisions and the quantitative decision making process to maximize revenues under revenue management practices. Thus, additional variables such as ancillary non-room revenue such as catering, food and beverage sale, meeting room rental, audio/visual services and other activities are shown to have important roles in this decision making model.
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